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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon everyone,  thank you to Larry and the Green Energy Consumer’s Alliance for hosting this webinar.  Richard and I are glad to be here to address the important issues of developing and implementing a clean heat standard.  RAP is an NGO composed primarily of former regulators working to develop and advance an equitable clean energy future for all consumersI am a senior advisor at RAP working primarily on the intersection of clean energy and environmental policies and regulations.  I spent over 20 years with MassDEP in addition to other positions in New England before joining RAP.I will be presenting first, then Richard and we look forward to questions posed by Larry and you.Next slide please
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• 16% of MD’s climate emissions
• Primarily space heating/cooling, but also hot water, industrial 

processes, other uses
• Electricity provides high percentage of cooling load

• Large reductions are required from 2006 levels 
• 60% by 2031
• Net zero by 2045

• Need to address equity issues
• Disadvantaged communities disproportionately have 

substandard housing with inefficient shells and expensive 
heating sources = highest energy burdens

• Buildings are “hard” and “slow” 

Fossil Heat/Cooling May Be Our 
Toughest Climate Challenge

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The reason we’re here today is that in RAP’s view, reducing emissions from fossil heat is a huge challengeFor perspective, in MA space heat comprises about 34% of GHG emissions (using MA data) – primarily space heating but includes hot water industrial processes and otherWe don’t have RI data to share but perhaps you can help us understand whether it is significantly different than MA?And if the Commonweath’s and RI overall climate goals are to be met then large reductions in fossil heat are neededCombine that with an urgent need to address the current inequities in heating such as substandard housing and expensive heating sources (like oil or electric resistance) and we have high energy burdens for those least likely to be able to afford them; we look forward to talking with you about that a lot todayFinally – changing over existing buildings is a slow process and requires patience, funding and a knowledgeable workforceNext slide please
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Thermal Fossil Fuel Emissions in MD

Of Note:

68% pipeline gas

Sector totals
42% Residential
39% Commercial
20% Industrial

Electricity use
25% of GHG

Source – MassDEP GHG inventory and MD GHG inventory

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
populations - MD at about 6.2 million; MA at about 7 million.  LeBel label of “delivered fuels”. MA lumped together diesel and propane for some reason that I can’t quite remember off the top of my head. MD has those broken out separately, but I combined them to compare with MA. For residential in MD, propane is 0.45 MMT and diesel is 0.8 MMT.Electricity as primary heating fuel: MD 48%, MA 18%, VT 8%Natural gas as primary heating fuel: MD 43%, MA 52%, VT 19%Propane and Fuel oil as primary heating fuel: MD 6%, MA 27%, VT 59%. Air conditioning: central AC is present in 79% of MD Homes; only 32% in MA; 7% in VTWater heating: MD 56% electric/38% gas; (6% not specified)MA 30% electric/52% gas/18% FO&P;  VT 39% electric;18%gas;42% FO&PMD GHG inventory - https://mde.maryland.gov/programs/Air/ClimateChange/Pages/GreenhouseGasInventory.aspx2020 total = 74.72 MMT CO2e – (includes negative forestry at 8.34 MMT CO2eNext slide please
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• Similar to the renewable portfolio standard
• Increasing annual requirements pegged to GHG goals
• Measured by delivery at the customer level

• Clean heat choices: Weatherization, electric heat pumps, 
low-emission fuels

• Obligated parties can deliver efficiency and clean fuels, 
help convert heat systems, or purchase credits from others

4

Basic Concept of a Clean Heat 
Standard (CHS)

The CHS is a performance standard, requiring heat providers to 
deliver a gradually-increasing percentage of low-emission 
heating services to customers. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To provide a high level overview of what we consider a clean heat standard let’s review a few points:1st - Similar to RPS – requiring large % of renewable energy to consumers over timeBut an Important difference being the focus on customers!2nd – provides a Range of choices for consumers – those are likely not new or surprising to you, and3rd - the “obligated parties” which we’ll discuss in detail today are required to deliver those option to consumers, Plus, they can create credits or purchase from others (which is similar to market based programs like cap and invest)Next slide please
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• 30 states have renewable 
portfolio standards

• 25 states have EE 
performance standards

• Low-carbon fuel 
standards
(transportation only) in 
CA, WA, OR

• Fuel oil standards in NY, 
CT, RI

• Clean Heat Standard in 
the Vermont Climate Plan 

• CO Clean Heat Plan 
(pipeline gas utilities only)

Energy Performance Standards

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To provide additional context to how Cleat heat standards fit w/in other similar policies,This slide notes other places in the US where RPS and other types of performance standards like LCFS – low carbon fuel standards are in placeWe note at top level that 30 states have RPS25 have energy efficiency performance standardsFew have fuel standards  of various types And that clean heat standards being developed in various forms as wellSo, we have models to build uponNote that Data on this slide comes from 2020 from data base call DSIRENext slide please
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• Vermont Climate Council proposed CHS
• Passed by Legislature, but vetoed by Governor
• Revised bill (S.5) now in Vermont Senate

• Massachusetts Climate Plan for 2025-2030 included 
CHS as an option

• MA Commission on Clean Heat recommended 
establishing a MA Clean Heat Standard 
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CHS Proposals: Vermont and 
Massachusetts



RAP’s CHS work for MDE 
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• Focus: reducing GHG emissions in the thermal 
sector to meet state climate mandates

• VT Obligated parties: all fossil heat providers
• Vermont Gas (utility) and delivered fuel dealers 
• In proportion to their fossil fuel sales

• MA: considering obligation on electric utilities too
• Credits are earned by actions at customer 

locations that reduce emissions, measured in 
tons of CO2e
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Nature of the Obligation
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1. What is the regulatory requirement & metric?
2. Who are the obligated parties?
3. How to promote equity?
4. What actions or fuels earn credits?
5. Are certain heat choices excluded or promoted?
6. Illustrative pathways – what mixes might work?
7. Administration – e.g., credit accounting, lifecycle 

analysis, trading, enforcement
8. Examples from other states
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MDE Report Topics

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Draft report May 2023Final report – end of summerThis slides begins our discussion of the details of a CHS which Richard will get into in the in the 2nd half of the presentation particularly in view of the work (ours and many others) in VT and MAHere what we view as the key issues:- first, achieve the goal of the program, what is the regulatory requirement – is it framed as reducing GHG emissions given legislation for example, is is framed as reducing consumer costs for heating?  given ideas like that - how is the goal achieved, importantly what metric is used to determine success, and whether obligated parties have met the requirements? 2nd Who is obligated to meet that goal? What types and range of fuel suppliers? How fast are they obligated to meet the goals4th, particular important, how do we ensure that all consumers/customers share in the benefits of clean heat, how is that achieved?  How does it affect the obligationWhat types of actions (for consumers) earn creditsWhat is included or excluded; e.g., the inclusion or exclusion of biomass is always a good discussionFinally the mechanics of the program, are really important to ensure that goals are being met or to think about how the program may need to be adjusted in the future – mechanics such as accounting, tracking, trading, enforcingNext slideAnd with that I’ll turn the presentation to Richard
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• Draft report May 2023
• Regulatory Design and Implementation issues
• Possible input for the 2031 Climate Plan

• Final report in August 2023 will add:
• Illustrative compliance pathways (resource mixes)
• Recommendations for macro-economic analysis
• Emission accounting, lifecycle analysis (LCA), including 

experience in other states and programs
• Presentations, consultations – your input and 

stakeholder suggestions requested

10

MDE project timeline and tasks
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• We need a policy driver to deliver large GHG savings
• Incentives alone  - are not strong enough
• Public funds and taxes – not reliable enough
• Building codes and bans – not fast enough
• Businesses need a predictable path 

• CHS supports diverse heating solutions 
• CHS allows multiple delivery pathways
• Customer choice will be important
• Performance standards work

11

Why a Clean Heat Standard ?
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• Regulatory Assistance Project, “A Clean Heat Standard for Massachusetts,” 
Appendix B to the Massachusetts Clean Energy and Climate Plan for 2025  
and 2030. (June 2022)

• Vermont General Assembly, H.715 (2022), “An act relating to the Clean Heat 
Standard” as passed by House and Senate, and Vermont Senate Bill S.5 
(2023), the “Affordable Heat Act,” can be found at https://legislature.vermont.gov/ *

• Richard Cowart and Chris Neme, “The Vermont Clean Heat Standard”  (December 2021), 
a Vermont Energy Action Network whitepaper

• *Note: as H.715 was vetoed at the end of the 2022 legislative session, and S.5 is 
pending, the CHS has not yet been enacted in Vermont. However, both bills provide an 
excellent overview of issues and structural elements for those considering a CHS.
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Resources

https://www.raponline.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/rap-cowart-seidman-lebel-clean-heat-standard-massachusetts-2022-July.pdf
https://legislature.vermont.gov/
https://www.eanvt.org/chs-whitepaper/


About RAP
The Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP)® is an 
independent, non-partisan, non-governmental 
organization dedicated to accelerating the transition 
to a clean, reliable, and efficient energy future.

Learn more about our work at raponline.org

Mark LeBel
Senior Associate
mlebel@raponline.org

Nancy L. Seidman
Senior Advisor
nseidman@raponline.org

Richard Cowart
Principal
rcowart@raponline.org

http://www.raponline.org/
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Many possibilities:
• Weatherization 
• Heat pumps and heat pump water heaters
• Certain biofuels and renewable gases
• Low-carbon district heating
• Solar thermal and advanced wood heating
• Renewable hydrogen

• Customer choice is key to acceptance
• Key feature: Anyone can earn credits 
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What Actions Earn Credits?
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• Progressive inclusion mandate -- to deliver clean 
heat solutions to low- and moderate-income 
households 

• Credits measured on a net lifecycle basis and 
only if delivered in state. (i.e., no offsets)

• Policies to support installed measures (Wx, HPs)
• Limits on biofuels, RNG, and woody biomass – if 

eligible, on what basis?
• Cost-containment / “safety valve” provisions
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Guardrails:
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